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MAPS
VAT is the world’s No. 1
producer of high-precision
vacuum valves that
enable global digitalization.

The digital revolution continues to accelerate rapidly. Increasingly vast amounts of data need to
be stored, analyzed and displayed in more and
more digital devices. In the following pages, we
illustrate some of these future trends and how
VAT's commitment to innovation will help make
them a reality.

DIGITALIZATION DRIVES
GROWTH
New technologies require huge data storage and processing power, meaning new chip designs and innovative vacuum valve
solutions.

Global data generation projected to grow 5 x by 2022

*1 Zettabyte = 1 trillion Gigabytes
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Broad-based growth
Mobility, AI, 5G and IoT technologies will be the key demand
drivers.

AI, IoT and 5G Era

Mobile & Social Media Era

PC & Internet Era

2000

2010
USD 25 bn

2017

2020

USD 32 bn
USD 50 bn
USD 60–70 bn
Average annual investment in wafer fabrication

2025

VAT vacuum innovations
will be key
to the next
era of
digitalization.

Source: 1 McKinsey, Advanced driver-assistance systems: Challenges and opportunities ahead, Feb. 2016; 2 veritone.com/insights/ai-chip-demand-boots-semiconductor-outlook, Nov. 2017;
3 Semiengineering.com, Nov 2018; 4 Applied Materials, Sept. 2018
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AUTONOMOUS DRIVING
Data-driven cars
New semiconductors
needed for cameras,
radars and sensors to
give self-driving cars
the ability to see and to
decide what the vehicle
should do.1

Connectivity
Internet between vehicle-to-vehicle and
vehicle-to-infrastructure systems

Sensors
Perceive
external data

Mapping
Stores and updates geological and infrastructure information

Actuator
Takes prompt actions based
on computed results

AI next-generation semiconductors will
drive valve growth 4

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

New
architectures

Deep learning chipset revenue by market sector (forecast) 3
70,000
Data Centers
Local devices

60,000

New structures
(3D)

50,000
USD millions

Explosion in
smart devices
More AI chips
will be needed in phones,
drones, smart
speakers, virtual
reality headsets,
etc. 2

40,000

New smaller
sizes

30,000
20,000

New
materials

10,000
0
2016

2019

2022

10 x

5G

AI chips

New
packing

2025

5G MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS
5G takes mobile connectivity to next level
Will underpin IoT, autonomous cars, and
new advances such as wireless healthcare,
further driving demand for new chips and
vacuum valves

1,000 x
more computing power per
Watt needed
for AI chips

A network quantum leap
Peak download speeds
(Log10 scale)

Longer battery life for
low-power devices

10 GBps

100 X

5x
Lower delays

10–100 x
10–100 x

More connected
devices

1
0
0
0
x
Higher mobile
data volume

100 MBps

Higher data rates

4G/LTE

5G
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INNOVATION IS KEY TO
SUCCESS
High-purity vacuums are critical in the manufacture of digital devices with transistors smaller than 10 nanometers (nm) –
the size of a virus. Cleanliness is measured in parts per trillion, equivalent to dissolving a sugar cube in the world’s largest
super tanker. To meet that challenge, our valves must feature particle-free and low-shock operation, areas where VAT has
made significant progress in recent years.

Particle-free operation
VAT’s investment in particle research and measurement has
resulted in virtually particle-free vacuum valve technology.

No. of spec wins, Semicondutor business unit

0,1

0,08

0,06

0,04

0,02

0

1

Low-shock
operation
Lower shock
levels on open
and close
operations
reduce particle
generation and
improve valve
reliability.

2
3
Product generations

Vibration magnitude

Particles / open-close cycle (size > 28 nm)

0,12

Spec wins support future growth
VAT works closely with customers to create specifications
for future innovations. When the customer accepts these
specifications, we have a “spec win” that secures future
sales.

4

+ 10%
+ 5%

2016

2017

2018
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Equipment
cleanliness

2–3 year development

VAT
V

Particle-free
operation
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VAT’s core research areas
VAT drives
long-term
research in key
technology
areas to ensure
that we can
deliver breakthrough innovations when
our customers
need them,
and to support
our standard
valve product
platform. At the
same time, we
create customized valves and
modules with
a shorter time
horizon to meet
specific, more
immediate customer needs.
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Low-shock
operation

Materials &
manufacturing
methods

INNOVATION

3– 6

month

developm

e nt

Customized valves and modules for specific short-term customer needs

Our ability to continuously develop new
products that meet the needs of the
world’s most demanding customers in a
fast-changing market is what distinguishes us from the competition.
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NO. 1 TECHNOLOGY AND
MARKET SHARE
Semiconductor manufacturers are among the world’s most technologically demanding customers. The tiniest contamination,
measured in parts per trillion, can ruin the fabrication process. VAT valves have earned an unrivaled reputation for purity and
precision over decades of experience in this most challenging industry.

More demanding technology =
higher market share
VAT 2018 market share by customer
industry1
59%

VAT has steadily improved its patent position vs competition
Development from 2013–2018
Patent quality and quantity
VAT
Competitors
5

53%
47%

VAT market share 2018

4

Average quality

3

2

1

Semiconductors, Semiconductors
displays,
only
solar, and other

0

0

20

40
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80
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Our track record of innovation is key to
our leading market share and the depth
of our customer relationships. It’s a significant competitive advantage.

Source: 1 VLSI Research

All industries
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LEADING MARKET SHARE
ACROSS THE PORTFOLIO

VAT's total market share

VAT manufactures more than 10,000
standard and customized vacuum valves
in three broad categories: isolation valves
to seal high-vacuum process chambers;
transfer valves to move substrates
between process chambers; and control
valves to regulate the flow of gases into
the vacuum. VAT has the leading market
share in each of these applications.

33%
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49%

60%

MARKET SHARE

MARKET SHARE

65%

Isolation valves

Transfer valves

Control valves

Function
Vacuum maintenace

Function
Moving substrate
between process steps

Function
Process control

Technologies
Sealing
Contamination

Technologies
Sealing
Contamination
Speed
Precision
Corrosion resistance

Technologies
Sealing
Contamination
Speed
Precision

Etching
chemicals

Process chamber
(e.g., etching)
Load lock

Silicon
substrate

Further
process
steps

Finished
wafer
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DYNAMIC GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
VAT is creating a scalable, cost-efficient and highly customer-oriented organization. We are close to our customers in all
major markets, benefiting from scale economies through our global supply chain, and able to adjust capacity quickly in a
fast-changing environment.

VAT sales by region
Share total
2018 sales

Close to customers
VAT production and engineering centers
VAT locations
VAT service centers
VAT representative offices
Top 3 OEM customers
Top 3 end customers

Americas

33%
Europe & Middle East

17%
Asia

50%

VAT USA
Application engineering
Customer service
Particle measurement lab
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It’s a fast and flexible set-up aimed at
generating sustainable profitable growth.
VAT Switzerland
Global HQ
New product development
Assembly
Sealing materials
Machining
Regional sourcing hub
Serves global market
Share of total available
production capacity*
60%

VAT Romania
General vacuum and
bellows assembly
Sealing materials
Machining
Regional sourcing hub
serves global market
Share of total available
production capacity

10%

VAT Malaysia
Focus on Asia customers
Assembly of
standard products
Machining
Regional sourcing hub
serves global market
Share of total available
production capacity
30%

* Based on projected capacity at the end of 2020

